What can you revise in 5 minutes?

- Formulae
- Short answer exam question
- Definitions
- Analyse a source
- Write an essay plan
- Facts
- Diagrams
- Vocabulary
- Quotes
- Annotate a picture, graph or diagram
And, prioritise

- Use the Red, Amber, Green (RAG) system to identify which topics you need to revise most
- Revise one topic at a time, ticking them off as you go

Task: colour-code your syllabus / checklist RAG
Revision shouldn’t just be learning content...

Use a variety of techniques:
• Content – learning your stuff
• Skills – practicing your skills
• Feedback – getting feedback on your work

Use a combination of C,S & F techniques to decrease revision time!
Your revision plan

You have:
• Prioritised what you most need to learn
• Found out how you learn best
• Identified which activities you need to build into your revision
• Created your five minute revision list

Now you’ve just got to make it happen
“If you really want to do something, you will find a way. If you don’t, you’ll find an excuse.”

Jim Rohn
Let me carry on supporting you…

- Free chapter of my book – lifemoreextraordinary.com/free-chapter
- Instagram: @lucycparsons
- Twitter: @LucyCParsons
- Snapchat: lucy.cparsons

Weekly emails with study hints and tips